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Housekeeping
Right-click on the orange arrow and you’ll
see two options: Auto-Hide Control Panel
or Show Control Panel.
Clicking on “Show Control Panel” will let
you keep the control panel open
throughout the presentation.

Housekeeping
If you have a question, please type it into
the questions area on your “Go To Webinar”
control panel.
We want to encourage questions, so please
feel free to type them in at any time.

Our Presenters
Chris Glenn, Customer Service
Rep, CypherWorx
Debbie DiBacco, Director,
Client Services, CypherWorx
Jessica Trace, VP of Strategic
Initiatives, CypherWorx
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Firefighting_in_the_United_States

Registration
Importance of the URL:
• Specific URLs for each site
• Naming convention is:
https://collabornation.net/
login/yoursiteinfohere
• Without that URL, a customer
registers incorrectly (usually into
collabornation.net) and without
the courses they need.

EXAMPLE: https://collabornation.net/login/ymcanorthshore

Examples of Interactivity in
Instructional Design

While online training can be a cost-effective, efficient way to deliver information and
knowledge, it often results in a passive experience that fails to capture the attention or
interest of the learner. In order to make the learning experience dynamic and
engaging, CypherWorx strives to incorporate meaningful interactivity to the greatest extent
possible. Interactivity is essential to enhancing content, serving as an opportunity for greater
learning, retention, and formative assessment.
The CypherWorx Instructional Design team has created more than 500 hours of training
since inception. This document highlights only a small selection of the award-winning work
the team has produced (2014-2015 Brandon Hall awards, 2016 IACET Exemplar Training
Organization Award).

Example 1
PROJECT: Animal Species: Birds
CLIENT: San Diego Zoo Global
LINK: https://collabornation.net/courses_cdn/CW-INTERACTIVITY-SDZG-BIRDS-121015/story.html

In this example, the objective is to teach learners the terminology
used for birds’ body parts. Instead of showing a static graphic or
list, for example, learners are able to interact with the graphic.
First, they are asked to roll over the parts of the bird’s body to see
what they already know, and also to teach them new terminology.
An assessment follows on the next page. Body parts are listed one
at a time, and learners must select that body part on the bird
graphic. Immediate feedback tells learners whether they are
correct or incorrect.

Example 2
PROJECT: Core Knowledge Competencies and Big Ideas Framework
CLIENT: Pennsylvania Key
LINK: https://collabornation.net/courses_cdn/CW-INTERACTIVITY-PAK-CKC-121015/story.html

For this course, the client wanted learners to
become familiar with the online website they will
use to track their professional development
activities. Rather than simply showing the website,
we ask the learner to interact with a simulated
version of the site. This simulation allows the learner
to become familiar with how to use the site in a safe,
controlled manner, before they are asked to use the
live site, which is a critical component of their
professional development.

Example 3
PROJECT: YMCA New Employee Orientation
CLIENT: Wilkes-Barre Family YMCA
LINK: https://collabornation.net/courses_cdn/CW-INTERACTIVITY-YMCA-HANDBOOK-121015/story.html

The YMCA wanted to incorporate their employee handbook
in their New Employee Orientation course. Like many
employee handbooks, the official document contains a lot of
detailed information about employee policies and
procedures. Instead of reading through entire sections of
the handbook, we opted to highlight some specific sections
within the course that were most important to the Y and its
employees, while also making the full version available for
download. This example presents several sections from the
employee handbook in a clean way that is easy to navigate.

Example 4
PROJECT: Emergency First Aid
CLIENT: CypherWorx Compliance U Catalog
LINK: http://collabornation.net/courses_cdn/CW-INTERACTIVITY-FIRST-AID-121015/story.html

Emergency First Aid presents specific emergency
situations, and teaches learners what they should do
in these instances—for example, what to do if they
encounter someone who is having difficulty
breathing. Rather than simply showing a list of steps
to follow, we developed a scenario-based activity that
asks the learner to make decisions. Feedback is
provided to direct the learner and teach them the
proper steps to follow in this circumstance.

Example 5
PROJECT: Building Skills for Financial Confidence
CLIENT: NeighborWorks America
LINK: https://collabornation.net/courses_cdn/CW-INTERACTIVITY-NW-CREDIT-121015/story.html

This course teaches learners about the costs associated with
credit cards and borrowing money. First, they learn the
definition of and how to calculate a Pseudo APR. The quiz,
shown in this example, then challenges the learner to apply
this information. Instead of simply presenting the learner with
a multiple choice question, however, we provide the learner
with a chart and ask them to use it to calculate the Pseudo
APR. This interactive element helps the learner to retain the
information, so that they can calculate these numbers on their
own in the future.

Example 6
PROJECT: Child Abuse and Maltreatment Prevention Training
CLIENT: YMCA of the North Shore
LINK: https://collabornation.net/courses_cdn/CW-INTERACTIVITY-YMCA-CAP-INDICATORS-121015/story.html
While working with the YMCA to develop their Child Abuse
Prevention training, they gave us a long list of behaviors that
could be possible indicators of child abuse, sorted by type of
abuse. We knew it would be difficult for learners to retain this
information if we simply presented the list as is. We chose
instead to create a drag-and-drop activity, in which the learner
is asked to categorize each behavior under the appropriate
type of abuse. Immediate feedback teaches them whether or
not they’ve placed the behavior in the appropriate box. Direct
interaction with the content, as opposed to simply reading it,
leads to greater retention of this critical information.

• Primary use is for potential clients to sample
courses and try out features or for clients
interested in the DIY course creator feature
to experiment with it.
• If you are a current member and do not need
to access the site anymore, please send a
note to Chris (cglenn@cypherworx.com) so
that we can deactivate that membership for
you (it can always be re-activated).

Snapshot
“sandbox” site

Disabling Accounts
Site Administrators can render an account “Disabled” and then re-Enable it if needed.
Click on the Site Members menu item and uncheck the box next to a name to disable.

Once an account is disabled:
• The site member will no longer
be able to log in.
• The site admin will still be able
to pull reports on course
completion information and
view transcripts.

What disabling an account does NOT do:
• Remove the site member from
reporting group(s) or Team(s).

Support Hub

Suggestions
If you have any suggestions, and/or would like to
request a new feature that would increase YOUR
overall customer experience with our system, then
please share them with us.
Any features which are incorporated into our LMS
will be announced on next month’s call. By sharing
your ideas with us you are assigning us all rights to
the features.
In appreciation of your time, submitters whose
features are incorporated into our LMS will be sent
a $5 Starbucks gift card as a quick “Thank You!”

http://support.cypherworx.com/support/discussions
Click on “Suggestion Box” to add your ideas
in our community forum

Contact Info
Please feel free to reach out to any of us after the
webinar if you have more questions.
• Debbie DiBacco – ddibacco@cypherworx.com
• Chris Glenn – cglenn@cypherworx.com
• Al Ryan – aryan@cypherworx.com

